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ULTIMATE PACE SECRETS
One of the hardest things is convincing people they might have things wrong.
For years now we have taught fast bowling a certain way and those in authority have sought to
develop that. The problem is that the way pace bowling is actually coached is possibly the least
technically advanced in any comparable sports specialisation.
As sports use technology, sports science and analysis to obtain an extra 1%, 3% or 10%
improvement, cricket - with fast bowling in particular - bumps along the bottom. Coach educators
and therefore coaches and fast bowlers, find themselves unable to take fast bowling forward.
We had many 90 mph bowlers in the 1940s, 50s, 60s and 70s. But we don't have huge numbers
more in 2012. And neither are they faster than bowlers like Tyson, Griffith, Thompson, Holding,
Trueman plus hoardes of others who bowled with heavy boots, trained far less than modern
cricketers and had no access to the advantages or technology.
That's because the technical aspect of coaching fast bowling has simply not moved on.
My first book, The Fast Bowler's Bible, was ground-breaking in 2006 as it identified 10 key
indicator points in bowling that all coaches and potential quicks could focus on. Many thousands
of coaches are using the methodology on this book to begin the process of shaping and
developing talented fast bowlers for the future.
My latest book, Ultimate Pace Secrets, takes this concept MUCH FURTHER and FASTER. It
contains the fabled Four Tent Pegs, which are the heart of any action. Master these and you are
on your way to pace bowling 'gold'. The book explains how the drop step and front foot block,
increase pace using the legs, hips and core of the action. The stretch reflex shows how shoulder
hip separation works to power the ball faster than ever towards the batsman.
These gems have been committed to paper for the very first time. They are explained in an easy
to understand way that doesn't use 'jargon' and avoids the coaching trap of confusing any player
with contradictory information.
Ultimate Pace Secrets reveals the correct skill drills with each position so that any fast bowler or
coach, can get results right away. By practicing and becoming an expert in the correct positions,
any bowler can maximise their speed and accuracy.
I have been coaching pace for more than 20 years with great results. I wanted to share with
others what I know, what I have discovered and what works. I also wanted to dispel many myths
around fast bowling that simply are not true yet some hold very dear.
In other words, I wanted to offer a blueprint for success. I recommend it to all fans who love fast
bowling, all cricket boards who work with fast bowling coaching, all coach educators, all coaches
and all fast bowlers themselves.
If I sell one book or a million books, it almost doesn't matter. What matters is that for the first
time you can finally discover the ultimate pace secrets. And that is worth any price.

